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Key points: 
 Standing diagnostic arthroscopy has been shown to be well tolerated and without 

morbidity. 
 While the 1.2mm scope has a smaller field of view in comparison to a 4mm scope, 

diagnostic information has been obtained in the cases where it has been utilized. 
 This technique provides diagnostic information not obtainable with other standing 

techniques and may aid in earlier diagnosis of stifle disease 
 

Diagnosing pain in the stifle has become more common in routine clinical practice. 
However, a definitive diagnosis is limited by the inability to accurately image the soft tissue and 
bone with high sensitivity and specificity. While routine radiography can be helpful in certain 
cases, many lesions particularly those of soft tissues go undetected. Ultrasonographic 
examination of the equine stifle joint has helped broaden diagnosis of stifle lesions. This is 
especially true of soft tissue structures, namely the collateral ligaments, patellar ligaments and 
menisci. Ultrasonographic examination of the cruciate ligaments still poses a problem because of 
the orientation and deep anatomic location of these structures. Moderate to severe pathology 
appears to be readily detected using ultrasonography,1, 2 but detection of slight to moderate 
lesions is difficult.3 Other current methods for diagnostics in the stifle currently require general 

anesthesia, specifically computed tomography (CT), magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) and routine arthroscopy, which remain 
the gold standards. It is also worth noting these latter diagnostics 
are typically only available at large referral centers, limiting their 
availability in a more routine practice setting. This presentation 
will outline the use of an 18ga disposable arthroscope to safely 
and efficiently provide complete visualization of the stifle joint in 
the standing horse and provide another method to diagnose 
intraarticular stifle disease.   
 

The 18ga needle arthroscope (BioVision Technologies, 
Golden CO) (1.3mm diameter) used here is a compact and 
portable unit that consists of a light source and imaging processor 
in one console and a camera attached to a cable, which connects 
with the base console. The standard 100mm long arthroscope and 
cannula/obturator (2.0mm outer diameter, OD) systems are 
disposable and come in a 10 degree and special order 30 degree 
configuration. A separate, stiffer cannula/obturator (2.5mm OD) 
with a 30 degree scope lens system is available from the 
manufacturer and was utilized in all clinical cases (Figure 1).  

Fluid distention of the joints is necessary and may be 
achieved through either the use of a 60ml syringe, a fluid 
pressure bag on a 1L fluid bag, or an automated pressure 
sensitive arthroscopic fluid pump system. The fluid used to 
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distend the joint during surgery should have 200ml of 2% lidocaine/mepivacaine added per liter 
of fluid.   

Patients are typically given 2g of phenylbutazone prior to surgery and then 2g daily for 
three additional post-operative days. Throughout the procedures horses are administered light to 
moderate sedation; they are also typically restrained with a nose twitch and in some cases using 
stocks. Horses are routinely sedated with 10mg of detomidine IM at the time of initial stifle 
preparation. The joints to undergo the procedures are blocked separately using approximately 20-
30ml of local anesthetic per joint, optimally at least 20 minutes prior to the onset of the 
procedure. Next, depending on the amount of organic debris and hair length, the stifle area is 
clipped with a #40 clipper blade and prepared in an aseptic manner as for routine arthroscopic 
surgery. In some horses that have very short coats, the hair is not clipped. Just prior to local skin 
and tissue anesthesia, the horses are typically given 3mg of detomidine and 5mg of butorphanol 
IV. Approximately 5-10ml of 2% mepivacaine hydrochloride is used to block the skin and 
deeper tissues at each of the entry portals described in the next section. An additional aseptic 
preparation of the portal sites follows with final positioning of the limb. The team typically 
consists of a surgeon and assistant wearing sterile gloves as well as an assistant to position and 
help balance the hind limb. The procedure can and has been performed with or without stocks.   

The preferred limb positioning is flexed, similar to standard arthroscopy, and portal 
placement is similar to routine stifle arthroscopy.2 In refractory horses the stifle joints can be 
entered in a weight bearing position, but the surgeon needs to be aware that this changes the 
shape and position of soft tissue structures most notably the appearance of the menisci. If the 
limb is entered in a weight bearing position (minority of the cases), the limb is flexed manually 
for a short period to visualize the more distal extent of the condyle. A customized stand is used 
to hold the limb in flexion; further description of this will be made during the presentation.  

At the end of the procedure, either 125mg of amikacin sulfate or 600mg of ceftiofur 
sodium are administered into the joint undergoing needle arthroscopy. The skin incisions are 
small enough that suturing or adherent closures are unnecessary.  However, the authors have 
used tissue glue in cases where bleeding was an issue. Horses are normally stall confined and 
observed twice daily for three days, and then the level of work appropriate to the arthroscopic 
findings is outlined.  

The proof of principle for this technique has been confirmed and included diagnostic 
examination of cadaver stifles followed by examination in normal stifles of standing horses.4 To 
date the author has identified a broad range of lesions using the needle scope. These include full 
thickness cartilage erosion of articular cartilage, horizontal articular cartilage lacerations, an 
axial lesion of the medial meniscus and a loose body identified in the intercondylar area 
(undetected on radiographs and ultrasound) for example. Other syndromes include a horizontal 
meniscal lesion (in a weight bearing stifle) and tearing of the cranial ligament of the lateral 
meniscus. To date, horses that have undergone routine stifle arthroscopy under general 
anesthesia following the standing diagnostic procedure have not yielded further diagnoses that 
were not identified at the time of the standing procedures. The time in the joint is estimated at 4-
10 minutes per joint. The preparation time is estimated at about 30 minutes making the procedure 
time efficient as well. No morbidity has been observed in any joints post procedure, with over a 
100 joints having been diagnostically observed using the procedure.   

In the author’s hands the procedure has allowed diagnostic information to be gained on 
horses with questionable diagnoses based on other conventional diagnostic techniques. The 
procedure has benefit in its quick and relatively atraumatic format, allowing the clinician to 
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provide a more accurate diagnosis for the patient. Currently if a surgical lesion is diagnosed, 
followup routine therapeutic arthroscopy can be recommended. If a surgical lesion is not 
identified medical treatment can be recommended. In the author’s opinion, a better rehabilitation 
procedure can be constructed with a more accurate knowledge of the health of the articular 
cartilage and intraarticular soft tissue structures. 

As expected, the field of view is smaller than that of a standard 4mm arthroscope but this 
was not considered to be a significant limitation. The system is good at 640 X 480 for still and 
video capture. However, because an egress portal is not routinely utilized joint fluid is not 
flushed through the joint, which can cause visibility issues and limit photo documentation. 

In summary the author feels that clinical cases that have the following components; 1) 
pain regionalized to the stifle using intra synovial anesthesia, 2) lack of a definitive radiographic 
diagnosis, 3) definitive ultrasonographic diagnosis missing or unclear and 4) owners 
unwillingness to perform general anesthesia without a clear diagnosis, are good candidates for 
this procedure. 
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